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Abstract—Regression testing is a core activity that allows developers to ensure that source code changes do not introduce bugs. An important prerequisite then is that test cases are deterministic. However, this is not always the case as some tests suffer from so-called flakiness. Flaky tests have serious consequences, as they can hide real bugs and increase software inspection costs. Existing research has focused on understanding the root causes of test flakiness and devising techniques to automatically fix flaky tests; a key area of investigation being concurrency. In this paper, we investigate the relationship between flaky tests and three previously defined test smells, namely Resource Optimism, Indirect Testing and Test Run War. We have set up a study involving 19,532 JUnit test methods belonging to 18 software systems. A key result of our investigation is that 54% of tests that are flaky contain a test code smell that can cause the flakiness. Moreover, we found that refactoring the test smells not only removed the design flaws, but also fixed all 54% of flaky tests causally co-occurring with test smells.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Test cases form the first line of defense against the introduction of software faults, especially when testing for regression faults [1], [2]. As such, with the help of testing frameworks like, for example, JUnit developers create test methods and run these periodically on their code [1], [3], [4]. The entire team relies on the results from these tests to decide on whether to merge a pull request [5] or to deploy the system [6], [7], i.e., the cost of diagnosing the underlying cause in a timely and reliable fashion [11].

Unfortunately, test suites are often affected by bugs that can preclude the correct testing of software systems [12], [13]. A typical bug affecting test suites is flakiness [6]. Flaky tests are tests that exhibit both a passing and a failing result with the same code [6], i.e., unreliable test cases whose outcome is not deterministic. The relevance of the flaky test problem is well-known and highlighted by both researchers and practitioners. For instance, dozens of daily discussions are opened on the topic on social networks and blogs [14], [15], [16], [17], [6].

Some key issues that are associated with the presence of flaky tests are that: (i) they may hide real bugs and are hard to reproduce due to their non-determinism [18], (ii) they increase maintenance costs because developers may have to spend substantial time debugging failures that are not really failures, but just flaky [19]. Perhaps most importantly, from a psychological point of view flaky tests can reduce a developer’s confidence in the tests, possibly leading to ignoring actual test failures [17]. Because of this, the research community has spent considerably effort on trying to understand the causes behind test flakiness [18], [20], [21], [22] and on devising automated techniques able to fix flaky tests [23], [24], [25]. However, most of this research mainly focused the attention on some specific causes possibly leading to the introduction of flaky tests, such as concurrency [26], [25], [27] or test order dependency [22] issues, thus proposing ad-hoc solutions that cannot be used to fix flaky tests characterized by other root causes. Indeed, according to the findings by Luo et al. [18] who conducted an empirical study on the motivations behind test code flakiness, the problems faced by previous research only represent a part of whole story: a deeper analysis of possible fixing strategies of other root causes (e.g., flakiness due to wrong usage of external resources) is still missing.

In this paper, we aim at making a further step ahead toward the comprehension of test flakiness, by investigating the role of so-called test smells [28], [29], [30], i.e., poor design or implementation choices applied by programmers during the development of test cases. In particular, looking at the test smell catalog proposed by Van Deursen et al. [28], we noticed that the definitions of three particular design flaws, i.e., Resource Optimism, Indirect Testing and Test Run War, are closely connected to the concept of test flakiness. For instance, the Resource Optimism smell refers to a test case that makes optimistic assumptions about the state or the existence of external resources [28], thus possibly producing a non-deterministic behavior due to the presence/absence of the referenced external resource.

Therefore, in this study we hypothesize that test smells can represent a useful source of information to locate flaky tests. We also hypothesize that the refactoring of test smells may, as indirect effect, mean the resolution of the test flakiness. To investigate our hypotheses, our investigation is steered by the following research questions:

- **RQ1:** What are the causes of test flakiness?
- **RQ2:** To what extent can flaky tests be explained by the presence of test smells?
- **RQ3:** To what extent does refactoring of test smells help in removing test flakiness?

To verify our hypotheses and seek answers to our research
questions, we have set up an empirical study which involves
the source code of 19,532 JUnit test methods belonging to 18
large software systems. Key results from our study indicate
that flaky tests are quite common: almost 45% of JUnit test
methods that we analyzed are flaky. Moreover, we found that
61% of flaky tests are affected by one of the test smells that we
considered. A further investigation revealed that 54% of flaky
tests are caused by problems attributable to the characteristics
of the smells, and the refactoring of such flaws removed both
the design problem and test code flakiness.

Structure of the paper. The remainder of this paper is
organized as follows. Section II reports the empirical study
planning and design, while Section III discusses the results
of the study. In Section IV we debate about the possible
threats that could have influenced our results. Subsequently,
in Section V we report the literature related to flaky tests and
test smells before concluding in Section VI.

II. EMPIRICAL STUDY DEFINITION AND DESIGN

The goal of the study is to understand whether specific
test smell types can represent the underlying cause of test
flakiness, with the purpose of evaluating to what extent refactoring operations can be successfully applied to fix flaky
tests by removing the design flaws affecting the test code.
The perspective is of both researchers and practitioners, who
are interested in understanding the benefits of refactoring for
improving the effectiveness of test suites.

The first research question is intended to be a preliminary
analysis aimed at understanding what are the causes leading
tests to be flaky. This investigation can be considered as a
large-scale replication of the study proposed by Luo et al.
[18], who performed a similar analysis inspecting 201 commits
that likely fix flaky tests. With RQ₂ our goal is to perform
a fine-grained investigation into the relationship between test
smells and flaky tests. Finally, RQ₃ investigates the ability of
refactoring in fixing test code flakiness by removing test
smells.

A. Context Selection

The context of the study was composed of (i) subject
systems, and (ii) test smells.

As for the former, Table I reports the characteristics of the
software projects involved in the study. Their selection was
driven by two main factors: firstly, since we had to run test
smell and flaky test detection tools, we limited the analysis to
open-source projects; secondly, we analyzed software systems
actually having test classes and having different size and scope.
Thus, we randomly selected 13 projects belonging to the
APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION from the list available on
GITHUB¹, as well as other 5 projects belonging to different
communities.

As for the test smells, we focused our attention on 3 design
flaws coming from the catalog proposed by Van Deursen et al.,
[28], i.e., Resource Optimism, Indirect Testing, and Test Run

¹Available here: https://github.com/apache
Note that the authors of the detector reported a precision close to 88% and a recall of 100%. In the context of this paper, we re-evaluated the precision of the detector on a statistically significant sample composed of 366 test smell instances identified in the subject software projects. Such a set represents a 95% statistically significant stratified sample with a 5% confidence interval of the 7,812 total smell instances detected by the tool (i.e., 40% of the test methods analyzed are smelly). The validation has been conducted manually by the authors of this paper, who checked the source code of each test method in order to confirm/refuse the presence of a design problem. As a result, the precision of the approach on our dataset is 86%; thus, the performance is in line with that of previous work and we can claim the accuracy of the information provided by the tool to be sufficiently high.

Once we had concluded the smell detection phase, we identified flaky tests by running the JUnit classes present in each subject system multiple times, checking the outcome of the tests over the different executions. Specifically, each test class was run \( \alpha \) times: if the output of a test method was different in at least one of the \( \alpha \) runs, then a flaky test was identified. Since the related literature did not provide clues on the suitable number of runs needed to accurately identify a flaky test, we empirically calibrated such a parameter on a software system which was not used in our experiment, i.e., APACHE XERCE. In particular, we experimented with different values for the parameter, i.e., \( \alpha = 3, 5, 7, 10, 15, 20, 30 \), evaluating how the number of flaky tests found changed based on the number of runs. The results of the calibration are reported in Figure 1. As it is possible to observe, a number of runs lower than 10 does not allow the identification of many flaky tests, while \( \alpha = 10 \) represents the minimum number of runs ensuring the identification of the maximum number of flaky tests contained in the system: indeed, even setting \( \alpha \) with higher values, the number of non-deterministic tests does not change, suggesting that ten is the right number of runs to discover flaky tests. For this reason, in the context of the study we set \( \alpha = 10 \) to identify flaky tests. Using this strategy, we identified 8,829 flaky tests (i.e., 45% of the test methods analyzed are flaky). Note that while we cannot ensure that this identification strategy covers all the possible flaky tests, the results of the calibration allow us to be confident about its accuracy.

### C. Data Analysis

To answer RQ1, we manually investigated each flaky test identified in order to understand the root cause behind its
flakiness. These causes have been classified by relying on the taxonomy proposed by Luo et al. [18], who identified ten common causes of test flakiness. Table III reports, for each common cause, a brief description. Specifically, the manual classification has been performed analyzing the (i) source code of the flaky tests, and (ii) the JUnit log reporting the exceptions thrown when running the tests. The task consisted of mapping each flaky test onto a common cause, and required approximatively 200 man/hours. In Section III we report the distribution of the flaky tests across the various categories belonging to the taxonomy.

As for RQ2, we firstly determined which of the previously categorized flaky tests were also affected by one of the test smells considered: this allowed us to measure to what extent the two phenomena occur together. However, to deeper understand the relationship between flaky tests and test smells a simple analysis of the co-occurrences is not enough (e.g., a test affected by a Resource Optimism may be flaky because it performs a floating point operation). For this reason, we set up a new manual analysis process with the aim of measuring in how many cases the presence of a test smell is actually related to the test flakiness. In particular, the task consisted of the identification of the test smell instances related to the root causes of test code flakiness previously classified; this means that if the cause of test flakiness could be directly mapped on the characteristics of the smell, then the co-occurrence was considered as causal. For example, we marked a co-occurrence between a flaky test and a Resource Optimism instance causal if the flakiness of the test case was due to issues involving the management of external resources (e.g., missing check of the status of the resource). We call these test smell instances flakiness-inducing test smells. In Section III we report descriptive statistics of the number of times a given test smell is related to each category of the flakiness motivations.

Finally, to answer RQ3 we manually analyzed the source code of the test methods involved in a design problem and performed refactoring operations according to the guidelines provided by Van Deursen et al. [28]. This task has been performed by relying on (i) the definitions of refactoring and (ii) the examples provided by Van Deursen et al. [28]. It is worth remarking that the refactoring of test smells consists of program transformations that only involve the test code and that do not impact the external behavior of such test. The output of this phase consists of the source code where the test smells have been removed. Once we have refactored the source code, we have repeated the flaky test identification, in order to evaluate whether the refactoring operations had an effect on the test flakiness. In Section III we report descriptive statistics of the number of times refactoring operations successfully fix a flaky test instance by removing a test smell. In addition, we also provide qualitative examples that show why refactoring may be a powerful method to remove test code flakiness.

III. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

In this section we provide answers to the research questions previously formulated, discussing each of them independently.

A. RQ1: Causes behind test code flakiness

As mentioned in Section II, we found 8,829 flaky tests over the total of 19,532 JUnit test methods analyzed: thus, 45% of the tests suffer of flakiness and, therefore, in the first place we can confirm previous findings on the relevance of the phenomenon [18], [12]. Figure 2 depicts a pie chart reporting the distribution of the flaky tests belonging to each of the categories defined by Luo et al. [18]. Looking at the figure, we can observe that the most prominent causes of test code flakiness are represented by the Async Wait, IO, and Concurrency. With respect to the findings by Luo et al. [18], we can observe a notable difference in the number of flaky tests due to IO reasons: indeed, in our study this number is much higher than previous work ($\approx 22\%$ vs $\approx 3\%$). Likely,
this mismatch is due to the larger dataset employed in this study.

Listing 1: IO issue found in the Apache Pig project

```java
@Test
public void testPigServerStore() throws Exception {
    String input = "input.txt";
    String output = "output.txt";
    String data[] = new String[] {"hello\tworld"};
    ExecType[] modes = new ExecType[] {ExecType.MAPREDUCE, ExecType.LOCAL};
    PigServer pig = null;
    for (ExecType execType : modes) {
        try {
            pig = new PigServer(ExecType.MAPREDUCE, cluster.
            getProperties());
            pig.registerQuery("a = load "+ input + " from "+");
            pig.store("b", output);
            Iterator<Tuple> it = pig.openIterator("b");
            while (it.hasNext()) {
                Tuple t = it.next();
                Assert.assertEquals("hello", t.get(0).toString());
                Assert.assertEquals("world", t.get(1).toString());
            }
            pig = new PigServer(ExecType.LOCAL, props);
        } finally {
            Util.deleteFile(pig.getPigContext(), input);
            Util.deleteFile(pig.getPigContext(), output);
        }
    }
}
```

An interesting example is reported in Listing 1, where the test method testPigServerStore of the JUnit class TestInputOutputFileValidator is shown. The method refers to the sample files input.txt and output.txt to test the storage capabilities of the Apache Pig server (see lines 2 and 3 in Listing 1). However, the method does not check the actual existence of such files, being subject of flakiness when the files are not present at the invoked location. Overall, we discovered the presence of a consistent number of similar cases (1,982).

At the same time, we found that the distribution of flaky test motivations is much more scattered across the different categories than the one reported in previous work [18]. Indeed, while Luo et al. found that almost 77% of flaky tests were due to only three root causes, we instead observe that on a larger dataset other categories are quite popular as well. For instance, NETWORK is the cause of almost 10% of the total flaky tests.

Listing 2: Network issue found in the Elastic Search project

```java
@Test
public void testDecodeQueryString() {
    String input = "something\?test=value";
    RestUtils.decodeQueryString(input, query, params);
    assertEquals(params.size(), equalTo(1));
    assertEquals(params.get("test"), equalTo("value"));
}
```

An example of an issue caused by the use of network capabilities is the one present in ELASTIC SEARCH, a project that provides a RESTful search engine and, as such, transfers data over a network. Listing 2 shows the test method testDecodeQueryString belonging to the RestUtilsTests class, which has the goal of exercising the behavior of the production method decodeQueryString. To this aim, it performs a REST query with a sample Uniform Resource Identifier: the problem arises when a remote connection fails or delays, making the test case unstable.

On the other hand, categories such as RANDOMNESS, RESOURCE LEAK, FLOATING POINT OPERATOR, and UNORDERED COLLECTIONS are scarce and represent a small portion of the root causes for test code flakiness (8,34% in total).

In general, from this preliminary analysis it is important to note that most of the categories collecting the highest number of flaky tests are potentially related to the presence of design issues. Indeed, the IO issue shown in Listing 1 clearly relates to the presence of a Resource Optimism smell, as well as the Concurrency problem that may be related to the Test Run War smell creating resource interferences [18], and may be avoided by adopting refactoring operations. A fine-grained analysis of the relationship between flaky tests and test smells is presented in the subsequent section.

Summary of RQ1. Almost 45% of the test methods analyzed have a non-deterministic outcome. Unlike previous work, we found that test flakiness is due to a different variety of reasons: the most prominent ones are Async Wait (~27%), IO (~22%), and Concurrency (~17%), however reasons such as Test Order Dependency (~11%), and Network (~10%) explain a consistent part of flaky tests.

B. RQ2: The Relationship between Flaky Tests and Test Smells

Over all the 18 systems analyzed in the study, the test smell detector identified 7,812 test methods affected by one of the smells considered, i.e., almost 40% of the test cases contained a design issue. The most common smell was the Resource Optimism, which affected 3,017 test methods, while the Indirect Testing and Test Run War smells were detected in 2,522 and 2,273 test methods, respectively.

Table IV reports the co-occurrences between flaky tests and test smells: specifically, for each flaky test motivation previously described, the relationship between such motivation (i) any one of the test smells considered, and (ii) each smell independently is presented. The “Total” column represents the percentage of co-occurrences found globally, while column “Causal” highlights the percentage of co-occurrences for which the test smell was actually related to the flaky test. It is worth remarking that we considered as causal only the co-occurrences for which the cause of test flakiness could be directly mapped on the characteristics of the co-occuring
TABLE IV: Co-occurrences between flaky tests and test smells.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>All Smells</th>
<th>Resource Optimism</th>
<th>Indirect Testing</th>
<th>Test Run War</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Causal</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Causal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Async Wait</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concurreny</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Order Dependency</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource Leak</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randomness</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floating Point Operation</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unordered Collections</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Looking at the table, in the first place we can notice that flaky tests and test smells frequently occur together (i.e., 61% of the test methods are both flaky and smelly). More importantly, we found that the test smells (i) are causally related to flaky tests in 54% of the cases, and (ii) have strong relationships with three top root causes of test flakiness, i.e., CONCURRENCY, TEST ORDER DEPENDENCY, and IO. Consequently, this means that refactoring may potentially remove more than half of flaky tests present in a software project.

When we analyzed our findings more in depth per smell, we found that Resource Optimism is a design flaw closely related to flaky tests caused by the IO and NETWORK factors. The relationship with IO is mainly due to the fact that often test cases rely on external resources during their execution. Besides the case reported in Listing 1, we found several other similar cases.

Listing 3: Resource Optimism instance detected in the Apache Nutch project

```java
public void testPages() throws Exception {
    pageTest(new File(testDir, "rdf.html"), "http://foo.com/", "http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/1.0", "a", null);
    // Tika returns <a> whereas parse-html returns <rel>
    pageTest(new File(testDir, "rel.html"), "http://foo.com/", "http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/2.0", "rel", null);
    // Tika returns <a> whereas parse-html returns <rdf>
    pageTest(new File(testDir, "rdf.html"), "http://foo.com/", "http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/1.0", "rdf", "text");
}
```

For example, Listing 3 shows a Resource Optimism instance detected in the test method testPages of the JUnit class TestCCParseFilter of the APACHE NUTCH system. In particular, the invoked method pageTest takes as input the directory where the html files are located, as well as the name of the files needed to exercise the production method. The test method is smelly because it does not check the existence of the files employed; at the same time, this issue causes intermittent fails in the test outcome because the testDir folder is created only when it does not contain files having the same name. In our dataset, we found that all the Resource Optimism instances co-occurring with flaky tests caused by an IO issue are represented by a missing check for the existence of the file. This result is also statistically supported: indeed, we computed the Kendall’s rank correlation [37] in order to measure the extent to which test cases affected by this smell are related to IO-flaky tests, finding the Kendall’s $\tau = 0.69$ (note that $\tau > 0.60$ indicates a strong positive correlation between the phenomena). In the cases where the test flakiness is due to input/output issues, but these tests are not smelly, we found that the problem was due to errors in the usage of the FileReader class; similarly to what Luo et al. [18] have reported, often a test that would open a file and read from it, but not close it until the FileReader gets garbage collected.

As for the relationship between Resource Optimism and the NETWORK motivation, we found quite commonly that test cases are flaky because they wait for receiving the content of a file from the network, but this reception depends on the (i) quantity of data being received, or (ii) network fails. With respect to these two phenomena, the Kendall’s $\tau = 0.63$.

The Resource Optimism smell also sometimes co-occurs with other flaky tests characterized by different issues such as ASYNC WAIT or TEST ORDER DEPENDENCY, however we did not find any causation behind such relationships. Thus, these co-occurrences are simply caused by the high diffuseness of the smell. Also in this case, Kendall’s $\tau$ supports our conclusion, being equal to 0.13 and 0.11, respectively.

Turning the attention to the results achieved when considering the Indirect Testing smell, we observed some small non-significant co-occurrences with flaky tests related to TIME and CONCURRENCY issues. In these cases the test flakiness was not due to the fact that the test method covers production methods not belonging to the method under test, but to problems related to (i) asserts statements that compare the time with the System.currentTimeMillis Java method, thus being subject to imprecisions between the time measured in the test case and the exact milliseconds returned by the Java method, and (ii) threads that modify data structures concurrently, causing a ConcurrentModificationException.

On the other hand, we discovered a large and significant relationship between this smell and flaky tests related to the...
TEST ORDER DEPENDENCY factor (Kendall’s $\tau = 0.72$). The reason behind this strong link is that test methods exercising production methods not belonging to the method under test often do not properly set the environment needed to test these methods. As a consequence, tests run fine depending on the order of execution of the test cases that set the properties needed.

Listing 4: Indirect Testing instance detected in the Hibernate project

```java
@Test
public void testJarVisitor() throws Exception {
    ...;
    URL jarUrl = new URL("file:./target/packages/
    JarVisitor.setupFilters();
    JarVisitorjarVisitor = JarVisitorFactory.getVisitor( jarUrl, JarVisitor.getFilters(), null);
    assertEquals(FileZippedJarVisitor.class.getName(),
    jarUrl = new URL("vfszip:./target/packages/defaul");
    JarVisitor.setupFilters();
    JarVisitorjarVisitor = JarVisitorFactory.getVisitor( jarUrl, JarVisitor.getFilters(), null);
    assertEquals(ExplodedJarVisitor.class.getName(),
    jarVisitor2.getClass().getName());
    jarUrl = new URL("file:./target/packages/explo";
    ExplodedJarVisitorjarVisitor2 = JarVisitorFactory. getVisitor(jarUrl, ExplodedJarVisitor.getFilters ({}), null);
    assertEquals(ExplodedJarVisitor.class.getName(),
    jarUrl = new URL("vfszip:./target/packages/defaul");
    FileZippedJarVisitorjarVisitor3 = JarVisitorFactory. getVisitor(jarUrl, FileZippedJarVisitor. getFilters(), null);
    assertEquals(FileZippedJarVisitor.class.getName(),
    jarVisitor3.getClass().getName());
}
```

For instance, Listing 4 shows a snippet of the test method testJarVisitor of the JUnit class JarVisitorTest belonging to the HIBERNATE project. The test has three assert statements to check the status of objects from either the corresponding production class JarVisitor or the external classes ExplodedJarVisitor and FileZippedJarVisitor. The flakiness manifests itself when the filters of the external classes (lines #10 and #14 in Listing 4) are not set by test cases executed before the testJarVisitor one. While the occurrence of Indirect Testing instances can be considered causal for 80% of the flaky tests having issues related to TEST ORDER DEPENDENCY (i.e., flakiness caused by test methods exercising objects of other classes whose correct setting depends on the execution order), in the remaining 20% of the cases the flakiness is due to explicit assumptions made by developers about the state of an object at a certain moment of the execution.

Finally, we discovered a strong relationship (Kendall’s $\tau = 0.62$) between the Test Run War smell and flaky tests caused by CONCURRENCY issues. Given the definition of the smell, the result is somehow expected since test methods allocating resources used by other tests can naturally lead to concurrency problems.

Listing 5: Test Run War instance detected in the Apache Qpid project

```java
@Test
public void testSimple() throws Exception {
    ExecutorService executorService = Executors.
    List<Future> results = new ArrayList<Future>();
    final CyclicBarrier barrier1 = new CyclicBarrier( cycles + 2 + 1);
    final CyclicBarrier barrier2 = new CyclicBarrier( cycles + 2 + 1);
    for (int i = 0; i < cycles; i++) {
        results.add(executorService.submit(new Callable() {
            @Override public Object call() throws Exception {
                barrier1.await();
                barrier2.await();
                for (int j = 0; j < operationsWithinCycle; j++) {
                    if (barrier1.isReady()) {
                        barrier1.setReady(false);
                        barrier2.setReady(true);
                    }
                    if (barrier1.isReady()) {
                        barrier1.setReady(true);
                        barrier2.setReady(false);
                    }
                    barrier1.await();
                    barrier2.await();
                    cycles * 2 + 1);
                }
                return null;
            }
        }));
        results.add(executorService.submit(new Callable() {
            @Override public Object call() throws Exception {
                barrier1.await();
                barrier2.await();
                for (int j = 0; j < operationsWithinCycle; j++) {
                    if (barrier1.isReady()) {
                        barrier1.setReady(true);
                        barrier2.setReady(false);
                    }
                    if (barrier1.isReady()) {
                        barrier1.setReady(true);
                        barrier2.setReady(false);
                    }
                    barrier1.await();
                    barrier2.await();
                    cycles * 2 + 1);
                }
                return null;
            }
        }));
    }
    return null;
}
```

The most common issue observed in this case was due to deadlock conditions [38], which appear when more threads wait for other threads to release the lock. For example, consider the case of the test method AbstractAcquirableResourceTests.testSimple of the APACHE LUCENE project shown in Listing 5. This method initializes several concurrent threads that perform simultaneous actions on the two objects called barrier1 and barrier2; the problem in this case arises because the state of barrier1 is changed in not ready (line # 15 in Listing 5) and never turned into ready. Thus, other threads cannot continue their execution, causing a deadlock condition (see lines # 11 and 24). From a statistical perspective, the strength of the relationship between this smell and flaky tests having concurrency issues obtained a Kendall’s $\tau = 0.66$. As explained before, when the test has concurrency issues without being affected by smells, we found that the main reason is related to threads that simultaneously modify data structures.

Summary of RQ2. 61% of the flaky tests are also affected by a test smell. Interestingly, the cause of flakiness of 54% of the tests is directly attributable to the presence of the design smell. As a direct consequence, the refactoring of these smells may provide benefits in terms of flakiness removal.

C. RQ3: The Role of Refactoring

In the context of RQ3, we applied refactoring operations only on the test smells causally related to flaky tests. Thus, we refactored 4,767 test smell instances (i.e., the 54% of the
flakiness-inducing test smells found in RQ3). Clearly, we could not refactor the remaining 46% of flaky tests because they are not affected (or not causally affected) by tests smells. Consequently, this means that in RQ3 we aimed at removing 54% of flaky tests by means of refactoring.

As expected, the refactoring removed the design smells occurring in the affected test code: indeed, after refactoring the source code, the test smell detector was not able to identify those smells anymore. Much more interesting, the refactoring also had a strong beneficial effect on the number of flaky tests occurring in the subject systems. As shown in Table V, the number of flaky tests occurring after the application of a refactoring operation aimed at removing a flakiness-inducing test smell was reduced to zero: thus, 54% of the total flaky tests were removed through refactoring. This confirmed our hypothesis, showing that developers can remove a sizable part of flaky tests by performing simple program transformations making their test code self-contained and focused on a given production class.

Listing 6: Refactoring the Indirect Testing instance detected in the Hibernate project

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Any</th>
<th>Resource Optimism</th>
<th>Indirect Testing</th>
<th>Test Run War</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before</td>
<td>After</td>
<td>Before</td>
<td>After</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concurrency</td>
<td>1,593</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Order Dependency</td>
<td>879</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td>684</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>684</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IO</td>
<td>1,611</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,611</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>4,767</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2,295</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For sake of clarity, consider the case of the Indirect Testing previously presented in Listing 4. After the application of the Extract Method refactoring, the test code becomes as shown in Listing 6: specifically, the indirection was removed by creating two new test methods, called testExplodedJarVisitor and testFileZippedJarVisitor, besides the existing testJarVisitor test method. Each test method is responsible to test the getVisitor method referring to the corresponding production class. Moreover, before passing the filters as parameter of the getVisitor method (see getFilters method calls), such filters are set up through an explicit call to the method setupFilters present in all the production classes tested. This refactoring made the test cases independent from their execution order. Therefore, their flakiness was removed after this operation.

The Setup External Resource and Make Resource Unique refactorings (needed to remove the Resource Optimism and Test Run War smells, respectively) have similar positive effects on flaky tests. Indeed, all the refactoring operations performed produced a version of test cases where not only the design problems were removed, but also the flakiness was fixed.

Summary of RQ3. Refactoring represents a vital activity not only aimed at removing design flaws, but also aimed at fixing a sizable portion of the flaky tests affecting a software system. Specifically, we found that 54% of flaky tests were removed thanks to refactoring operations making the test code more self-contained and focused on a specific target.

IV. Threats to Validity

The main threats related to the relationship between theory and observation (construct validity) are related to possible imprecisions in the measurement performed. In principle, to identify test smell instances we relied on the detector proposed by Bavota et al. [32], which is publicly available and provides good performance, assessed at 88% of precision and 100% of recall. In our work we double-checked the accuracy of the tool taking into account a statistical significant sample of 366 test smell instances, finding a precision of 86%. While this analysis does not ensure that all the test smell instances in the subject system have been identified (i.e., we cannot ensure that the tool achieves 100% recall), we believe that the results achieved in terms of precision represent a good indication of
the accuracy of the detector. Moreover, it is worth noting that this tool has been used in other works in the field [33], [34].

Another threat is related on how we identified flaky tests: specifically, we run the test cases of a certain application ten times, and marked all the tests showing a different behavior in one of the ten runs as flaky. However, the choice of the number of runs was not random, but driven by the calibration carried out on APACHE XERCES system, where we observed that ten runs are enough for discovering the maximum number of flaky tests (more details in Section II).

Threats to conclusion validity are related to the relationship between treatment and outcome. Most of the work done to answer our research questions was conducted by means of manual analysis, and we are aware of possible imprecisions made in this stage. However, it is important to note that a manual analysis was needed to perform our investigation. For example, in RQ1 we manually classified the motivations behind flaky tests because of the lack of automated tools able to perform this task automatically; moreover, it is worth noting that also the authors of the taxonomy used manually labeled flaky tests to understand their root causes [18]. When performing the task, we followed the same guidelines provided by Luo et al. [18]. Therefore, we are confident about the classification described in Section III.

As for RQ2, to effectively discriminate the flakiness-inducing test smells we performed a manual investigation in order to go beyond the simpler co-occurrence analysis, that we did not consider totally reliable to understand the relationship between the test smells considered and the flakiness of test code. In addition, we employed the Kendall rank correlation test [37], to statistically evaluate the strength of the relationship between the two phenomena taken into account. It is worth remarking that we selected this statistical test because it is generally more accurate than other correlation tests [39].

Finally, in the context of RQ3 we manually refactored the source code because there is no tool able to perform automatic refactoring of test smells. While a manual re-organization of the source code may lead to a certain degree of subjectivity, we verified our ability in the application of refactoring by re-running the test smell detector on the re-organized version of the subject systems: as a result, the detector did not detect the smells anymore. For this reason, we are confident about the way such refactoring operations were applied.

Still in this category, another threat may be related to the effect of the refactoring applied on the effectiveness of test cases. Theoretically, refactoring is the process of changing the source code without altering its external behavior [31], and thus the effectiveness of test code before and after the refactoring should be the same. However, from a practical point of view, the application of a refactoring may lead to undesired effects [40]. To verify that the re-organization of the test code did not have negative effects on vital test code characteristics, we performed an additional analysis aimed at measuring the code coverage of the test cases before and after the application of refactoring. In particular, we considered the test cases of the two larger software systems in our dataset, i.e., APACHE LUCENE and ELASTIC SEARCH, and measured the coverage of the test cases before and after refactored using the JACoCo toolkit\(^3\). We observed that the level of branch coverage of both versions is exactly the same (on average, it reaches 64%): thus, while maintaining the same coverage we were able to fix more than half of the flaky tests by removing test smells.

Finally, as for threats to external validity, the main discussion point regards the generalizability of the results. We conducted our study taking into account 18 systems having different scope and characteristics in order to make the results as generalizable as possible. However, replications of the study on larger datasets are desirable.

V. RELATED WORK

In this section we provide an overview on the research conducted in the recent years on both test smells and flaky tests.

A. About Test Smells

While the research community devoted a lot of effort on understanding [41], [42], [43], [44], [45], [46], [47], [48], [49], [50], [51], [52] and detecting [53], [54], [55], [56], [57], [58], [59], [60], [61] design flaws occurring in production code, smells affecting test code have only been partially explored.

Beck was the first to highlight the importance of well-designed test code [8], while Van Deursen et al. [28] defined a set of 11 test smells, i.e., a catalog of poor design solutions to write tests, together with refactoring operations aimed at removing them. Later on, Meszaros defined other smells affecting test code [29]. Based on these catalogs, Greiler et al. [35], [62] showed that test smells affecting test fixtures frequently occur in industrial contexts, and for this reason they presented TESTHOUND, a tool able to identify fixture-related test smells such as General Fixture or Vague Header Setup [35]. Van Rompaey et al. [36] devised a heuristic code metric-based technique able to identify instances of two test smells, i.e., General Fixture and Eager Test, but the results of an empirical study showed the low accuracy of the approach.

As for empirical studies conducted on test smells, Bavota et al. [32] performed a study where they evaluated (i) the diffusion of test smells in 18 software projects, and (ii) their effects on software maintenance. The results showed that 82% of JUnit classes are affected by at least one test smell, and that their presence has a strong negative impact on the maintainability of the affected classes. Finally, Tufano et al. [34] conducted an empirical study aimed at measuring the perceived importance of test smells and their lifespan during the software life cycle. The main findings indicate that test smells are usually introduced during the first commit involving the affected test classes, and in 80% of the cases they are never removed, essentially because of poor awareness of developers.

Clearly, the study reported in this paper strongly differs from the existing literature since we showed how test smells can be

\(^3\)http://www.eclemma.org/jacoco/
nicely adopted to locate flaky tests as well as the ability of refactoring to be a good test code fixing strategy. Moreover, our paper may represent a step ahead toward a higher awareness of the importance of test smells and refactoring from the developers’ point of view.

B. About Flaky Tests

As pointed out by several researchers and practitioners, flaky tests represent an important issue for regression testing [18], [25], [14], [20], [21], [22]. Memon and Cohen [20] described a set of negative effects that flaky tests may create during regression testing, finding that their presence can even lead to missing deadlines due to the fact that certain features cannot be tested sufficiently [20]. Marinescu et al. [63] analyzed the evolution of test suite coverage, reporting that the presence of flaky tests produces an intermittent variation of the branch coverage.

Other researchers tried to understand the reasons behind test code flakiness. Luo et al. [18] manually analyzed the source code of tests involved in 201 commits that likely fixed flaky tests, defining a taxonomy of ten common root-causes. Moreover, they also provide hints on how developers usually fix flaky tests. As a result, they found that the top three common causes of flakiness are related to asynchronous wait, concurrency, and test order dependency issues. In RQ1, we partially replicated the study by Luo et al. in order to classify the root-causes behind the flaky tests in our dataset, discovering that on larger datasets other root-causes, such as network and input/output problems, are quite frequent as well.

Besides Luo et al., also other researchers investigated the motivations behind flaky tests as well as devised strategies for their automatic identification. For instance, Zhang et al. [22] focused on test suites affected by test dependency issues, by reporting methodologies to identify these tests. At the same time, Muslu et al. [21] found that test isolation may help in fault localization, while Bell and Kaiser [25] proposed a technique able to isolate test cases in Java applications by tracking the shared objects in memory.

Another well-studied root cause of flaky test is concurrency. In particular, Farchi et al. [26] identified a set of common erroneous patterns in concurrent code and suggested the usage of static analysis tools as a possible way to automatically detect them. Lu et al. [64] reported instead a comprehensive study into the characteristics of concurrency bugs, by providing hints about their manifestation and fixing strategies. Still, Jin et al. [27] devised a technique for automatically fixing concurrency bugs by analyzing the single-variable atomicity violations.

With respect to these studies, our work can be considered as a further step ahead toward the resolution of the flaky test problem: indeed, we demonstrated how most of the flaky tests can be fixed by applying refactoring operations aimed at making test code self-contained.

Finally, some studies focused on test code bugs. For instance, Daniel et al. [23] proposed an automated approach for fixing broken tests that perform changes in test code related to literal values or addition of assertions. Another alternative was proposed by Yang et al. [24], who devised the use of Alloy specifications to repair tests.

It is important to note that these fixing strategies refer to tests that fail deterministically, and cannot be employed for fixing flaky tests. Conversely, our solution can be easily applied in this context.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we conducted an empirical study aimed at understanding whether refactoring of test smells induces the fixing of flaky tests. To this aim, we have first performed a preliminary analysis aimed at measuring the magnitude of the flaky test phenomenon by (i) measuring the extent to which tests are flaky, and (ii) identifying the root-causes leading tests to be non-deterministic. Subsequently, we have looked deeper into the relationship between flaky tests and three test smells of which the definitions suggest a relation with test code flakiness, namely i.e., Resource Optimism, Indirect Testing and Test Run War. Specifically, we measured how frequently flaky tests and test smells co-occur and to what extent the design flaws causally relate to the root-causes leading tests to be flaky. Finally, to assess the role of refactoring we manually removed the test smells causally related to flaky tests. Afterwards, we re-ran the flaky test identification to understand whether such removal also fixed the test code flakiness.

Our investigation provided the following notable findings:

- Flaky tests are quite diffused in real software systems, as we found that almost 45% of the JUnit test methods analyzed have a non-deterministic outcome. While the most prominent causes of flakiness are asynchronous waits, input-output issues, and concurrency problems, other motivations such as test order dependency and network issues are also quite popular.

- Almost 61% of flaky tests are affected by one of the three test smells considered. More importantly, we found that the cause of 54% of the flaky tests can be attributed to the characteristics of the co-occurring smell.

- All the flaky tests causally related to test smells can be fixed by applying refactoring operations. As a consequence, we conclude that refactoring is an effective flaky test fixing strategy able to fix more than half of the tests having non-deterministic outcomes.

We believe that our findings provide a strong motivation for practitioners to adopting test code quality checkers while developing test cases [65]. At the same time, the results represent a call to the arms for researchers to define effective automated tools able to locate test design flaws and refactor test code to improve the effectiveness of test suites.

Our future agenda is focused on the design of accurate test smell detectors and refactoring approaches. We also plan to extend our investigation, further investigating the interplay between (i) test code quality, (ii) test code refactoring and (iii) mutation analysis [66].
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